
 

C1 - PRIX LA TERRASSE BY L'ATRE JULIEN LEFEBVRE HONFLEUR (PRIX LES OUVRES) - 3400m 

(a2m1/8) - TURF - Newcomers Race - Hurdles - EUR € 37,000  

 
1. BELLALOLA - Unraced by Beaumec De Houelle, the dam never raced. From a leading stable who can ready a debutante. Monitor 

the betting for clues 

2. NEVA - Newcomer by Pour Moi, the dam won a Listed hurdle. From a shrewd stable who warrants respect. The betting can guide 

3. RUE SURCOUF - 4th last time on the flat over 2500m at Nancy in a handicap on May 22nd. Place contender 

4. LORENN DU CHENET - Newcomer by Prince Gibraltar, the dam won over hurdles and fences. Can play a lead role on her debut. 

Monitor the betting for clues 

5. WONDERMIX - Newcomer by Gemix, the dam won on the flat and over hurdles. Stable runners are respected and the betting can be 

the best guide 

6. BATHYMOON - Newcomer by Bathyrhon, stable runners tend to need a run or two. Any market support should be noted 

7. LOUNA DE THAIX - Newcomer by Cokoriko, from a good yard that knows the time of day. Monitor the betting for clues 

8. MIDNIGHT EXIT - Unraced by Shiaparelli, from a good yard that has three lining up. Monitor the betting for clues 

9. CHROMATIQUE - Newcomer by Nicaron, stable runners are well-tuned for a nice debut run. The betting can be the best guide 

10. ZAINE - Newcomer by Saint Des Saints, the dam won on the flat. Stable runners tend to improve for a run or two. The betting can 

be informative 

11. MIMETIQUE - Unplaced on the sole run on the flat over 2900m at Durtal on June 2nd. Others look more likely 

12. ROYAL ROSI - Three unplaced runs on the flat, the latter over 2000m at Saint-Cloud on November 17th. Hard to fancy on hurdle 
debut 

13. SABBAT - Unraced by Saint Des Saints, the dam won on the flat. It will likely be better for this opening run. The betting can be 
informative 

Summary: LORENN DU CHENET (4) has a taking profile and will be expected to make a bold show on her debut. WONDERMIX (5) is 
well related, she is a half-sister to the useful Mamix's Passion who has won at Listed Class over hurdles. She can be on the premises. 
LOUNA DE THAIX (7) is also from a shrewd stable that will have her on song for her first day at school. BELLALOLA (1) and NEVA (2) 
are both worth watching in the betting exchanges on debut. 

SELECTIONS 

LORENN DU CHENET (4) - WONDERMIX (5) - LOUNA DE THAIX (7) - BELLALOLA (1) 



C2 - PRIX OUVERTURE DU MEETING "CLAIREFONTAINE 2024" (PRIX DU DOUET) - 3400m (a2m1/8) - 

TURF - Newcomers Race - Hurdles - EUR € 37,000  

 

1. CORAIL NOIR - 4th on the sole run so far on the flat over 2800m at Moulins on May 20th. Can make the frame 

2. GRAND DISCOURS - Newcomer by The Grey Gatsby, the dam was unplaced. Will be well tuned for this experience. Monitor the 
betting for clues 

3. FEU DE DIEU - Unraced by Kapgarde, From the shrewd Cottin yard. Can be involved at the finish. The betting can guide 

4. SALAMALEK - Unplaced on the one run on the flat over 1900m at Deauville on January 19th. One to watch on hurdles debut 

5. CARGO DE NUIT - Unraced by Vol De Nuit, the dam was placed over fences. Stable runners warrant respect. Any market support 
should be noted 

6. COL DU PRE' - 4th last time in a Class 3 race on the flat on May 9th over 2000m. Won over 2400m at Toulouse in March. Can be on 

the premises on hurdle debut 

7. CHEAP - Two unplaced runs on the flat, the latter over 3000m on June 4th in a maiden race. Hard to recommend on hurdle race 

debut 

8. SATCHMO - Unraced by Kingfisher, the dam was placed once. Should improve for this debut run. Watch the betting for clues 

9. LOOK BAIE - Unraced by Put D’Or the dam won twice on the flat. One to watch in the betting for any support 

10. PIPERADE - Placed on the flat on January 3rd three runs back on the PSF over 2150m. Best watched on hurdle race debut 

11. OUPSS - Unraced by Recoletos, the dam never won. Should be better for this debut run. Watch the betting for clues 

Summary: LOOK BAIE (9) looks good on paper and can make a winning debut. FEU DE DIEU (3) could be the one that gives the 
selection the most to think about. His trainer can ready one to strike on their opening run. COL DU PRE' (6) has talent having scored on 
the flat and ran a nice race last time when fourth over 2000m. GRAND DISCOURS (2) will be nicely prepared for this debut run and is 
one to keep safe. 

SELECTIONS 

LOOK BAIE (9) - FEU DE DIEU (3) - COL DU PRE' (6) - GRAND DISCOURS (2) 



C3 - PRIX LE DEJEUNER SUR L'HERBE BY TRAYBON (PRIX DE LA BELLE FERRONNIERE) - 3600m 

(a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 2 Race - Hurdles - EUR € 40,000  

 

1. SANNTAMA D'OROUX - 3rd last time over 3600m in a handicap hurdle on June 1st at Auteuil. Can not be overlooked 

2. SEAL ROCKS - Won last time over 3800m at Nancy in a Class 3 hurdle on May 22nd. Ought to be there 

3. SARABEND - Won her last two races, the latter a Class 3 hurdle at Dax over 3500m on June 2nd. Can be involved at the finish 

4. MINA TANENBAUM - 5th last time, 2nd before that over fences in a Class 1 race over 3900m on January 10th at Pau. One to take 
seriously 

5. FLORA QUEEN - Won last time over 3400m in a Class 4 hurdle at Dieppe on May 2nd . Ought to be in the shake-up 

6. IRMINA - Two unplaced runs this year, the latter over 3600m at Compiegne on May 13th in a claiming hurdle. Pass over 

7. THUJA - Nice 2nd last time at Niort over 3800m in a Class 4 hurdle on May 26th. Ought to be in the shake-up 

8. KINGS DIAMOND - 3rd last time over 3600m in a Class 4 hurdle at Argentan on October 29th over 3600m. Others rate higher 

9. LERY - Five unplaced runs of late this year, the latter over 1600m on the flat in a Class 4 race on May 3rd. Hurdle debut and makes 
no appeal 

10. PARFUM D'UNE REINE - Newcomer by Walzertakt, the stable can ready one to strike on debut. Tough ask but the booking of 
James Reveley catches the eye 

11. ISIS D'INOR - 5th on the level last time over 3000m at Strasbourg on April 22nd in a Class 4 race. Hurdle debut and best watched 

12. YES GINA - Unplaced on the sole run over 3500m at Pau over hurdles on December 25th. Hard to fancy 

13. LIBYA - Has several unplaced runs of late, the latter in a Class 3 chase over 3450m on May 27th. Looks of limited ability 

Summary: FLORA QUEEN (5) can follow up on a recent success at Dieppe and looks like the best option. THUJA (7) will keep the 
selection honest and can play a lead role in this event after a decent second last time at Niort in late May. SARABEND (3) is seeking a 
hat-trick of wins and has a strong chance of achieving it. SEAL ROCKS (2) was also a winner last time and looks best of the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

FLORA QUEEN (5) - THUJA (7) - SARABEND (3) - SEAL ROCKS (2) 



C4 - PRIX LE PANORAMIQUE BY TRAYBON (PRIX JASON) - 3600m (a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 2 Race - 

Hurdles - EUR € 40,000  

 

1. KAOLAK - Has won his last two runs, the latest at Toulouse in a Class 3 handicap on May 28th. Can feature 

2. ROCK OF YOU - Two nice wins of late, the latter over 3700m at Bordeaux Le Bouscat in a Class 3 hurdle on April 2nd. Leading 
chance 

3. SAN GUIDO - Fair 2nd last time over 3800m in a Class 3 hurdle at Nancy on May 22nd. In the mix 

4. ARCACHON - 2nd last time over 3500m at Auteuil in a Class 3 race on June 1st. Ought to be thereabouts 

5. KARRE D'ATHOU - Newcomer by Doctor Dino, stable runners warrant respect. The betting can be the best guide 

6. POLARKLY - 4th two runs ago on the flat over 2500m in a Class 3 race on March 22nd. Best watched on hurdling debut 

7. KADEAU DU CIEL - 4th last time was over 2900m at Durtal on the flat on June 2nd. Hurdle debut and can have a say 

8. KODIAC LAGRANGE - Three unplaced runs, the latest in a Class 3 hurdle at Compiegne on May 13th over 3600m. Opposable 

9. I AM SOVEREIGN - 4th last time on the flat at Lyon Parilly in a Class 2 race over 2200m on March 19th, 2023. Fitness concern but is 
talented 

10. CELEB - Won the last two runs on the flat, the latter at Saint-Cloud on March 16th in a Class 3 handicap over 2000m. Others make 
more appeal 

Summary: ROCK OF YOU (2) is on a hat-trick of wins and looks to be improving with race experience. He can edge this from KAOLAK 
(1) who is also looking for his third win in a row. ARCACHON (4) is the one to latch on to for the each-way backers after a good effort 
when second on his most recent start at Auteuil. SAN GUIDO (3) is also capable and can be on the premises. 

SELECTIONS 

ROCK OF YOU (2) - KAOLAK (1) - ARCACHON (4) - SAN GUIDO (3) 



C5 - PRIX LES AMMOS DE CLAIREFONTAINE (PRIX TREMBLEUR) - 3600m (a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 2 

Race - Hurdles - EUR € 40,000  

 
1. PLACENET - Two unplaced runs over fences of late, useful over hurdles and fences with a win at Dieppe in a Listed chase in July 
2023. Can be involved 

2. L'ARRABIATO - Has won his last three races, the latter over 4200m at Chanteaubriant in a Class 3 handicap hurdle on June 6th. 
Player 

3. ILTONE - Has contested two good hurdles races of late when unplaced, won before that in a handicap at Fontainebleau on 
December 12th over 3800m. In the mix 

4. AN MHI - 5th last run, won before that at Down Royal (IRE) over 3460m over hurdles on August 13th, 2023. Will improve for this 
outing on French debut 

5. MISHKA DES MOTTES - 5th last time on March 25th at Compiegne in a Class 1 hurdle over 3800m. Has outside place claims 

6. RARE MIDDLETON - 6th last time, 2nd before that over 3350m at Cheltenham (GBR) on April 17th over hurdles. Others preferred 

7. STARVINA - Won over 3500m in a Class 2 chase at Auteuil last time on May 28th. Will be fine back over hurdles 

8. LIGGETS HILL - Unplaced last time, 2nd before that on debut at Auteuil over 3600m in a claiming hurdle on September 23rd. Others 
more likely to feature 

Summary: L'ARRABIATO (2) has been in great form of late with three wins on the spin. The latest over 4200m in a Class 3 handicap 
hurdle at Chateaubriant earlier this month. He can score from PLACENET (1) who will be sharper for a couple of recent runs in strong 
races at Auteuil. STARVINA (7) will be in a good frame of mind after a win in a Class 2 chase last time at Auteuil and can adjust to 

hurdles today. ILTONE (3) is also worth a mention. 

SELECTIONS 

L'ARRABIATO (2) - PLACENET (1) - STARVINA (7) - ILTONE (3) 



C6 - PRIX LE BAR A CHAMPAGNE MUMM CORDON ROUGE (PRIX REVENGE) - 3900m (a2m1/2) - TURF 

- Claiming - Steeple Chase - EUR € 20,000  

 
1. JAVELOT - Unplaced last time, won at Le Lion D'Angers three runs ago over 3900m in a Class 3 chase on April 1st. Can score in 
this drop in class 

2. PRIDEMANN - Hard task on the last two runs in a Listed hurdle and Grade 3 chase. Won before that in a claiming chase on January 
1st over 3800m. Player 

3. IDEAL DE CIERGUES - 2nd last time in a claiming chase at Compiegne over 3900m on May 27th. One to consider 

4. LORD CHOP - Four unplaced runs this year, the latter over 3900m in a Class 5 chase on June 9th at Gemozac. Hardly inspiring 

5. JUNGLE SEA - Fair 3rd last time over 3900m at Compiegne in a claiming chase on May 27th. Ought to be thereabouts 

6. ZAPOROGUE - Three unplaced runs of late, 4th before that in a claiming hurdle at Compiegne on May 7th over 3800m. Hard to 

fancy 

7. MA LILI - 3rd last time over 3900m at Gemozac in a Class 4 chase on July 9th, 2023. Will be better for this outing 

8. STYLE DE ROCK - 3rd last time over 4000m at Orleans in a claiming chase on June 9th. Others seem more likely 

Summary: JAVELOT (1) won three runs ago in a Class 3 chase in early April and looks as though he will take a bit of beating in this 
claiming event. PRIDEMANN (2) can be a threat having scored himself three runs back in a claiming chase in January. He has been 
highly tried on the last two runs over fences and hurdles.  IDEAL DE CIERGUES (3) is usually on the premises in this grade of race and 
is one to consider. JUNGLE SEA (5) makes up the shortlist. 

SELECTIONS 

JAVELOT (1) - PRIDEMANN (2) - IDEAL DE CIERGUES (3) - JUNGLE SEA (5) 



C7 - PRIX LE BAR DU GRAND HALL BY L'ATRE HONFLEUR (PRIX COUREUSE DE NUIT) - 3700m 

(a2m1/4) - TURF - Class 2 Race - Steeple Chase - EUR € 40,000  

 

1. BONY AND CLIDE - Won his last two chases, the latter a Class 4 race at Durtal on June 2nd over 4000m. Has more to do this time 

2. KANON DEVIL - 5th last time, won before that in a Class 4 chase over 3700m on May 8th. Has work to do 

3. JARZE - 2nd over hurdles on the last two runs, the latter a Class 2 event at Nantes over 3500m on May 30th. Player 

4. KISS FROM NIKY - 2nd last time in a Class 3 chase over 3400m at Lyon Parilly on May 9th. Can not be discounted 

5. FOLKER - Fair 2nd last time on his chase debut in a Class 2 race on April 22nd. Hard to rule out 

6. INVINCIBLE LADY - Won well last time over 3600m in a Class 3 hurdle at La Teste on June 3rd. Can be the one to beat 

7. DOUAR D'ETEL - Two unplaced runs over hurdles, the latter at Auteuil in a Class 2 race on May 19th. Tough ask on chase debut 

8. EDITION ORIGINALE - Failed to complete the course last time, won before that over 3400m in a Class 3 chase at Lyon Parilly on 
May 9th. Can feature 

9. KETLINK NAO - Won a claiming chase last time over 3600m at Cluny on May 15th. Up in class and others rate higher 

10. IT'S WELL - 3rd last time, won before that over 3500m in a Class 2 hurdle at Pau on February 18th. Can improve and have a say 

Summary: INVINCIBLE LADY (6) will be at home on the return to fences after scoring over hurdles last time at La Teste on June 3rd. 
Her main threat could be EDITION ORIGINALE (8) who fluffed her lines last time, but she won well before that at Lyon Parilly in early 
May. FOLKER (5) ran a pleasing race when second on his chase debut last time and can be involved in the finish. IT'S WELL (10) 
heads the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

INVINCIBLE LADY (6) - EDITION ORIGINALE (8) - FOLKER (5) - IT'S WELL (10) 

 


